OUR
VOICES:
OUR POWER
IN THE
PANDEMIC
E.S.M.T. I.S. 190 STUDENT ARTISTS
SHARE THEIR STORIES
"EVOLUTION OF CREATIVITY" BY JORDAN CHARON

To Note:
In the face of incredibly difficult circumstances, our students have
displayed courage, creativity, and humor.
They are our heroes.
This year, we created an art and activism curriculum with three
amazing 7th grade classes, 701, 702, and 703. In collaboration with
the Early Relationship Abuse Prevention Program (Early RAPP), a
program of Rising Ground and E.S.M.T. I.S. 190, a middle school in the
South Bronx, we have had the joy to watch our students create this
book of their work.
With the intersection of a global pandemic, protests across the city,
and the natural but challenging transformations of middle school life,
we knew we needed a whole new approach to learning. We set out to
create a space where students could truly understand the power of
their voices. Through a summer of protest, a painful COVID winter,
and over a year of immense grief, we wrote, we drew, we imagined.
We are still here.
We would like to extend particular appreciation to Principal Castella
McKenzie and Assistant Principal Robert Ruiz, Angel Cruz, Simone
Stewart, Lisa Raimundi and Cherrye Davis of Urban Word NYC.
Additionally, we are so grateful for Connie Marquez, Director of Teen
Services at STEPS to End Family Violence, and Danielle Naghi, Early
RAPP Supervisor, for their unending commitment to authentic
student engagement.
To our students, we have such admiration for all of you and cannot
wait to watch you grow, learn, and, explore this wild world of ours.
With love
Alicia Tully
Theater Teacher at E.S.M.T. I.S. 190
Jordana Rubenstein-Edberg
Early RAPP Community Educator
May 2021
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ART & ACTIVISM IN THE CLASSROOM:
We began the year by thinking about
stereotypes.
How do people see us? What preconceived
ideas do they have? What are people missing
about our communities, neighborhood, and
school?
As a class, we defined stereotype as "an idea or
judgement that people have without getting
to a know a person, place, or community; a
generalization that is often incorrect, missing
pieces, or context."
We thought about what groups of people
create stereotypes and how these ideas
impact our communities. Why do some
neighborhoods have more grocery stores than
others? Why do some neighborhoods have
more police?
We discussed the idea of power. Who has
power in our homes, cities, government and
world? How did they get this power?
We reflected on our own identities.
How does our sense of self and what we're
capable of developing in response to
stereotypes?
Let's tell them the truth, we said. So, we did.
,

E.S.M.T. I.S. 190

ARTISTS AT WORK
In the depths of the pandemic we,
as teachers, asked ourselves:
How do we help our students?
It soon became clear that our students
would lead the way to a brighter world.

The world was not right, so
the students created new ones.
We asked our students to write poems and create
drawings about their experiences living through
the pandemic in the Bronx, New York.
Despite internet challenges, increased stress, and
endless uncertainty, they envisioned a new world
where their voices are heard.
What is your message to the world?
What does language mean to you?
What's in a name?
What do people misunderstand?
What do people need to know?

My Message To The World
By Andy Martinez, 703

I want to tell the world to speak up.
I tell the world this because people go through
things that can’t be handled by one.
We need to speak up when help is needed. If help
is needed and is not asked for, we will be defeated
by darkness and sorrows.
Help can be asked at any time, even tomorrow.
I want to tell the world about equality for all.
We all have blood, we all are from the same place,
we all have a life to live. Some might not look the
same, but deep inside we are the same. Just
because we are unknown does not mean we are
different. Just because we are different, we are still
the same.
I want the world to know to dream big.
We all have goals and if people like us have made it
you can too. Just because there is a roadblock, that
does not mean that you can’t take that road.
If the road is blocked, find a shortcut because life is
like a road trip.
There are many paths to take,
but all have the same destination.
Your dream, Your goal.

Classroom Discussions:

How Do You Speak?
By Andy Martinez, 703

When I hear Spanish,
it sounds like home.
Music playing and food cooking on the stove
My home is a town, the sports unites us all
Kids running, parents cheering just because of a ball.
No need to worry about the weather
Pack your bags and bring no sweater
From the mountain of snow
To the beach that the water flows
When music plays we celebrate
When Spanish was heard,
home we were.

My Message to the World
By Arijah Sepulveda, 701

The world should dream big
And be yourself
You have to, that's important
You have to be that plane that can take flight,
Not the one that is delayed or betrayed
And stays behind down and low
You have to be up high in the sky like a flying bird
That can soar across the United States in a flow.

Artist Bio:
My name is Arijah Sepulveda and I am a 7th grade
student at I.S. 190. I am an artist and I enjoy playing
basketball and playing ps4. I grew up in the Bronx.
And my community is a place to stay safe.
Something you might not know about me is I can
move my ears and make a four leaf clover and
whistle good.

By Elliot Diaz, 702

Do Looks Matter?
By Azaria Grant, 701

Do looks matter, maybe maybe not.
Some people look good, and some may not.
But while looking at a person’s personality
What do you see?
Awful or Thoughtful
Impossible or Unstoppable
Beautiful or Unusual
Loud or Misproud
Are they nice or better at giving advice?
Is their personality a tragedy?
Or have a big mentality?
Do you think the person’s approach is better?
Or do you like the person's personality?
Identity or Personality?

Tristan Tello, 701

Artist Bio:
My name is Tristan Tello and I am a 7th grade
student at IS 190. :) I am an artist, and a writer and I
enjoy seeing what I could do better on in YouTube. I
grew up in the Bronx New York. Something you
might not know about me is that 80% of my
YouTube videos are Trains.

By Tristan Tello, 701

My Name

By Boniface Sangare, 703

My name is important to me because it is named
after my dad’s big brother and my dad's big
brother was known for being a very smart
successful African man.
He was brought to a very good school out of
Africa and was very intelligent at mathematics.
He was the one who paid for my dad to come to
America.
He was a very good and nice person and that’s
why I was named after him. He loved everyone
and helped out everyone in his family, he was a
good man and that’s where I get my math skills
from.
He wanted me to be great, that's why my dad
named me after him. The name stands for “good
fate”. My dad wanted me to be a great person just
as my dad's big brother's name. My last name was
named from my grandma which was made for
me and I like it a lot. It sounds nice and it’s pretty
cool. My middle name is Ephraim which is the
name that everyone’s first child has, the middle
name Ephraim.

Speak Up!

By Eboni De Jesus, 703

Today, I woke up and
chose to speak up for
gun violence.
It is something serious
and something we should
all take in consideration
We should all talk about this
Because it's a serious matter.

I Dream of a World Where
By Eboni De Jesus, 703

I dream of a world where
We are all treated equally
Where we could listen and accept ALL people
I hope that
we can live in a world where
we are willing to listen to any
genre of music
I especially wish
we can all share our thoughts
and not get judged.
Artist Statement:
My name is Eboni Dejesus and I am a 7th grade student
at IS 190. I am a writer and I enjoy writing poems.
I grew up in the Bronx, New York. It isn’t very peaceful
but I enjoy living here.

Classroom Discussions:

How Do You Speak?
By Frank Guzman, 703

They said,
“You don't look like you speak English”
but little do they know
I understand.
Every remark they make about
my people and family,
I understand.
Every dirty thing they say under their breath,
I understand.
Every name they call my family,
I also understand.
They judge on my appearance in a
a language they think I don’t understand,
but I do,
I do understand.

Speak Up for Bullying
By Frank Guzman, 703

Today I woke up and chose to speak up for
victims of bullying.
For all those who can't speak up,
here I am telling you it's okay.
For any hardships you are going through
they will pass
and you will be okay.
If it's something you can't get past,
it will be okay to tell someone who can help
you.
Your bullying won't last forever because
everything in life passes.
And there will always be a light at the end of
the tunnel.
So keep a positive attitude for whatever
you're going through.

A Poem for Teachers

By Katherin Alvarenga, 703

Teachers paint their minds with their thoughts
They share their thinking to give us goals
and inspire love
As you light the way, which lead to our goals
Every lesson you give, the brighter it gets
the smarter we get
You've taught and inspired us to reach our goals.

Running out of Time
By Janiah Thompson, 701

I look at the clock
a fear hit me
a fear of never being free
I hate thinking that one day I'll leave
and all I leave are broken dreams
I didn't achieve, I wanna leave
a footprint in the sand
so that people know
I know my biggest fear is running out of time.

I Dream of a World
By Aileen Peralta, 703

I dream of a world where there's equality
where no matter how we look we can be treated
equally
Where no matter what we do we can be treated
the same
Where no matter our gender, we can be equals
I dream of a world where we don't have to be
scared of death because of how we look
I dream of a world where we love who we want
freely without judgement
I dream of a world where there's no judgement
I dream of a world where there's no violence or
racism
Why can't we make these dreams a reality?
Why do we have to judge?
Why can't we just love instead of hate?
We can just put our differences aside
All we have to do to make these dreams a reality is
accept change
accept difference
accept that no one's the same
Once we do that, we can all live in an equal world.

By Shanya Lewis, 701

Artist Bio:
My name is Shanya Lewis and I am a 7th grade
student at I.S. 190. I am a silly drawer and I enjoy
making sketches and messing with paints. I grew up
in Queens and had to move to the Bronx but it was a
good move. I made lots of friends and acquaintances
along the way. Something you might not know about
me is that I take a big interest in combat games. I
hope you have a good year and enjoy your time at 190.

From the Heart: Speak Up!
By Hamidah Bello, 703

Today, I woke up and chose to speak up for bullying.
I walk into school thinking
“please don't let it be me”
We walk across the hall and we see someone being
teased
Some people think that it is something fun and
brings us at ease
But I look and think "Oh no this is not right."
I snap back to reality and realize that this is
something that people struggle with, right.
People commit suicide because they struggle with
this everyday.
I will say bullying has happened to me
But I was clueless and did not know
what was going on
Until my teacher pulled me out and explained to
me what was happening to me.
I cried because I did not understand but soon I
realized that it is all right
I will get through it and I will fight
Because I am bold, strong, and unique
I never deserve to be treated like this not me
not anyone.
If you have ever been bullied I just want to say I am
sorry.
You deserve the world like everyone else.
Just remember to be confident and keep your head
up high
Because you are strong and loved
Sincerely,
Hamidah

Pretty Perfection

By Hamidah Bello, 703

Pretty
Perfection
is what we want
Run
away from what we try to hide
Eager
to find out what lies inside
Talk
about our insecurities
Trust
that we are who we want to be
You
are and always will be PRETTY <3

Artist Bio:
My name is Hamidah Bello and I am a 7th grade
student at I.S. 190. I am a poet and I enjoy dancing.
I grew up in the Bronx N.Y. NY NEVER SLEEPS and
some people are very caring. Something you might not
know about me is I like new trends like squishmallows
and fidgets. :)

By Lizette Diaz, 702

Artist Bio:
My name is Lizette Diaz and I am a 7th grade student
at I.S. 190. I am a writer and I enjoy watching Netflix
and spending time with my family. I grew up in the
Bronx. The Bronx is very loud and the people are very
very loud. Something you might not know about me
is a fun fact about me. I have a very big family in a lot
of states and countries.

I Dream of a World Where
Lizette Diaz, 702

I dream of a world where
People are respectful to others
People get along through their differences
Music is what brings people together
Family is what makes us happy
People won’t get racially discriminated
People are accepted by any gender they are
People can get into school by their differences
School is what makes us happy from our differences
Our community food is what makes us happy
from being different
I dream of a world where there is PEACE

SUMMER
Lizette Diaz, 702

Summer the most hottest season
Although it doesn’t really stick around
“Shorts ,bathing suits, tank tops time” we yell
Do we really think it’s going to be fun?
“Sprinklers, pools, beaches oh my”!!
To be Covid or not to be a fun Summer
That is the question.
Our country's birthday and some other’s birthdays
“Hello, did you forget about me? I'm still around”
Oh yeah, follow Covid 19 protocols.
August comes around
1 more round of shopping
And this is my last year with all these amazing
teachers
Who I won't see on the other side of August
This time, right now, like the summer
won't stick around.

Presence

Lizette Diaz, 702

It’s like you never left
your presence is still around
We talk about you everyday
The memories you bring leaves
So many stories behind
You taught us so many things
Which we will never forget’
We will not say goodbye we will say until next time
And the stories you left
We will share and pass on
My “Bendiciones”
And your “yo to Bendiga”
I will cherish forever
You will always be in my heart
Fly high Papi

In the Future

By Carlos Cordero, 701

In the future, I see a world where
nobody has to hide, fight
So they can shine in the light
without spite,
Where people can soar in the sky like kites
people are rioting for a cause
like a cat with a deadly maw
with hope we hand a long,
dogs with mange.
I have one thing to say,
the world needs
TO CHANGE

Strong

By Jamie Santana, 701

Learn from your mistakes, but also forget the
mistake and remember the lesson.
Our mistakes and our past haunt the future like a
big weapon.
But we are strong and powerful people with a
future too bright for the dark past.
We say “ Good things don’t last”
That's when everything goes downhill.
We give up too easily and that thrill
We had about our future, starts to collapse.
But we are strong.
And that's when we realize we were wrong.

My Community

By Leah Zimmerman, 702

My community is like a song
A song that you can never get bored of because
there’s always that one verse you look forward to.
That one verse that makes you feel in a good
mood, that verse that you can count on to make
you feel better when you're all depressed.
My community is like a song that makes you feel
like you’re not alone, a very relatable song.

Classroom Discussions:

When She Embraces Herself
By Makaylah Davila, 701

I love it when she embraces herself
I wonder why she is hated when she embraces
herself
When she embraces herself some smile
When she embraces herself some sneer
But when she embraces herself she feels
empowered
But what they see is something disgusting when
she embraces herself
Some even say she’s not a women even when she
doesn’t embrace herself
What they say makes her feel like it’s wrong when
she embraces herself
But we have to tell her it’s not wrong when she
embraces herself
When she embraces herself it is something
beautiful

My Message To The World
By Makaylah Davila, 701

I pushed myself away from people constantly
Knowing it just hurt me more.
Why did I have such fear for someone pushing me
away?
But I just did the same thing to them.
I would think about it at night
And I would feel the pain that I didn’t want to feel
I would come out when I thought no one would
see me
But my sisters and mom would come up to me
and talk.
Unfortunately I would be cold
Fortunately they wouldn’t care
People do care about me
As much as I care about others
Although I do still have these thoughts come up
I always remember that they will be there.
Artist Bio:
My name is Makaylah Davila and I am a 7th grade
student at I.S. 190. I am an artist and I enjoy
expressing myself. I grew up on Chisholm street. It’s
a place that’s unfortunately changing.

My Message to the World
By Nicholas Garcia, 702

It is important for me to say to never give up.
It is important for me to tell myself that every time I
feel like I can’t complete an assignment.
Saying this to myself will help me get through
remote learning.
Saying this to myself will convince me to never give
up on a difficult task.
Saying this to myself will convince me to continue
completing my assignments even when it is too
much work.
It is important for everyone to tell themselves to
never give up.

"Canvas of Equality" by Jordan Charo, 703

My Message to the World
By Ruben Tavera Ramirez, 702

It is important to me to say that everyone is equal.
Everyone deserves equality no matter what their
gender, religion, sexuality or race is.
Everyone deserves to live in harmony and peace
because everyone deserves to have equality.
No matter
who they are.
Everyone deserves respect, equality, love and
acceptance.
Everyone is equal for being just the way they are.

By Lizette Diaz, 702

Realms

By Samantha Thomas, 702

Realms are small worlds
Realms can be your home
Realms can have many different people
And creatures that live together or alone.
Realms can be anywhere
From a school to a space station.
Realms could be a shopping district
Where you can take a break
Live in a dark manor or in a lovely tree.
With the realms I have created
I have made a place for the free.

Me and My Half

By Samantha Thomas, 702

I stand as one being
Peaceful, quiet, and always thinking.
I stand in a group of people who share my peace
I stare at a blue sky and a bright sun
As I bathe in the peace that I made
But another half of me wants chaos
Standing behind me like a shadow
The other half of me looms
Poking fun while other make a fool of themselves
Laughing and switching moods like a light switch
on the daily
Me and My Half
The peace and the chaos
The silent and the loud
It’s me and my half

Spooky Valentines

By Samantha Thomas, 702

Pumpkins are orange
Bats are black
My witch costume was not complete
Without you giving me that pointed hat
Chocolates are sweet
Hearts are red
When I was tired on the bus
You lent your shoulder for my head
Flowers are pretty
The sky shines so bright
I look up and wonder
How will I tell you you’re mine?
My style is scary
Your style is unique
I’m putting my fears away
I’m taking the bigger leap
We hold each others hands
We promise to never lie
I never thought that you would be
My spooky valentine
(Please don’t remind me of this poem
when I get older...)

Laying on the Back Wall
By Samantha Thomas, 702

Today, I woke up and chose to speak up for gun
violence.
Not about me, but another person who has seen the
pain.
(This is another character that I made since I have
never encountered any gun violence)
Few days back was when my dad died
Angry rushed over me like a wave
Revenge was getting sweeter with each memory
Punching a punching bag gave me power
Lifting, pushing, running made me feel power
When the day came, I was on a good leg
But like balancing on a beam you will stumble and
fall
I fell
With bullet holes in the shape of a triangle I fell
With my anger and revenge I fell
Laying on the back wall I fell
I laid on the back wall until I was gone

By Marjory Pujol-Valdez, 703

Do Looks Matter?
Aria Dew, 703

I feel like looks don't matter
I want to be flattered
By someone who is like the Mad Hatter
Not by someone who looks
like a best tempered pigeon egg but turns out
to be
A hard headed pain in the neck.
I want someone who is as sweet as daisies
But looks like as crazy as me
Not someone who looks as nice as a new bike
But is as reckless as a tangled necklace.
I want someone who feels like a brand new
house
Not someone who feels like a wrangled house.
Could I have someone who fits my needs?
It's better to pick from the lowest rank
Who knows, they may be a great pick for you
All you gotta do.

La Belleza del Sueño Debajo del Sol
Por Jose Sosa Escano, 702

Mis quisqueya la belleza del sueño
debajo del sol
Suelo de tierras
y cordilleras de
sabanas y valles
que con su rios y su lago
forma en toda su arena
impresionantes países

MY COMMUNITY

In a year dictated by distance, our students
created a strong virtual community of respect,
resilience and support by sharing their voices
and cheering each other on. We realized that a
community is not dependent on being physically
together, but on being there for each other.

Community was one of our biggest
themes of the year.
Who is our community?
What is our community?
How do we connect in these strange times?
We turned to TikTok, Instagram, texting,
FaceTime, Roblox, Among Us, Twitch, and
many other online games and platforms.
As we created connections online, we also
witnessed our city and our country going
through many changes.
As we lived through all of these political and
social changes, in particular, we talked about
what makes a community resilient.
Where do we find strength in our
neighborhoods, family, and friend groups?
Students created collages in response
to the question:
What is a community that you belong to and
why it is important to you?

Alese Burch, 701

Bryant Gomez, 701

Charlie Flores, 703

Jordan Charon, 703

Kayleigh Alvarez, 703

Nailea Reyes, 702

Jamie Santana, 701

Ruben Tavera Ramirez, 702

Azaria Grant, 701

Kelvin Hernandez, 701

Hamidah Bello, 703

Frank Guzman, 703

Scenes from the
Classroom

In this year of the unexpected and constant change,
we were constantly creating new ways to create art,
connect with each other, and find joy + playfulness.
These are a few insights from our year of
exploration.

Love Notes
for Ms. Tully
Miss Wonderful Tully
We Love when we learn about Shakespeare or
other interesting things
No we are not Shakespeare
But you love us as students
Care about our feelings making it in life.
No we don’t have the intentions of making you
cry but our poems are too strong to hold it in.
When we graduate we will bring stories up and
reminisce and say
“Do you remember when Miss.Tully said
‘Shakespeare is mine from the grave’ ”
That's when we say “Miss Wonderful Tully don’t
forget your two Holidays every Tuesday and
Thursday."
Just in case you forgot “Totally Tubular Tully
Tuesday”
“Totally Terrific Tully Thursday”
-Lizette Diaz

Dear Ms.Tully, you are one amazing teacher.
Even though we didn't get to have class
personally I still made a lot of memories with
best teacher out there!!! When I go to your
classes, I leave excited and motivated to learn
and do new things!! You don't realize it but you
and your class has been my stress reliever for
the year!! I love learning with you, and you are
the best woman, teacher, and T.I.A.F.P (Tully is a
fun person) out there!!! -Jamie Santana

We lo
ve yo
u!

